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Title of motion:
Motion to amend SO 4002 in regards to the AU Executive Committee.
HUU Notes:


There are currently three members on the AU Executive Committee (AU Exec).



AU Secretary and Communications, elected in 2017 elections.



AU Presidents’ rep and AU Members’ Rep, both elected at a meeting of AU
Presidents convened for that purpose.



That the specific duties of the previous AU Exec positions are now the
collective responsibility of the AU Exec as a whole.

HUU Believes:


That three members is insufficient to meet the demands of the AU Exec.



That each member of AU Exec should have specific responsibilities within the
context of working as a team throughout the year.



That as a consequence of the above the AU Exec needs to better represent
both the AU and sports generally at the University.



That the current election process is seen to be too much of a popularity
contest and actually discourages participation.



That an selection process featuring applications and interviews where the
candidates are judged on their merits not their popularity will result in a wider
range of candidates, in particular from those areas of the AU which have
struggled for representation in recent years.

HUU Resolves:


That SO 4002 is changed in the following ways to meet the outcomes desired
above.



Increase the number of AU Exec positions to four.



The titles of those positions will be; AU Members’ Representative, AU
Secretary, AU Participation and Inclusivity, Non-BUCS Representative.



The duties of each role will be specified in SO 4002



The process by which the positions are filled is changed from election to a
selection process detailed in SO 4002.



That applicants for the AU Members’ Rep and the Non-BUCS rep be limited to
people from those specific sections of the Sports Zone so that they are
representative

Proposer: Nicholas Wright (AU Presidents’ Rep and Sports Officer Elect)
Seconder: Maisie Loggie (AU Members Rep)

